Paste Paper Sampler

L to R: Canson Mi-Tientes, opaque acrylic
ink (dried), ac/p sponged on and scraped.

j

*ac/p = acrylic paint and paste mixture

~ L:withSennelier
Oil Pastels thinly stencilled
makeup sponge onto Mohawk
Superfine; ac/p with a sponge brush
R: Fabriano Italia over a template (X),
clear paste sponged on; Nupastel pulled
over the template.

L: Fabriano Italia, orange ac/p: Nupastels
pulled over to make various shapes.
R: Oil pastels on Arches Text Wove
(ATW); black ac/p sponged on and rolled /
pulled away.

Land R: Fab/It with orange ac/p and
Nupastels allowed to dry. Black ac/p
sponged on, and scraped away to expose
first layer. (various tile spreaders)

L: ATW; distress the paper when dry or
wet by folding or denting (being careful not
to tear the sheet) before or during pasting
process; rich ac/p pulled over sheet with a
sponge, then most sponged off to produce a
stained and dimensional effect. Clear paste
sponged over the color will take more
pigment off.
R: ac/p rolled and sponged, then straight
acrylic paint applied while paste is still wet.
Purple is Nupastel.

Paste Paper / Process and Papers

The Process
Dip the sheet in water, drain of excess water and (with a sponge) smooth onto a flat plastic, glass or
formic surface. Mix acrylic paint and past in proportions which will produce the desired formica or
subtlety of color. A half of cup of paste and two tablespoons of most colors, especially Golden matte
and 'high load', will result in quite rich color. K.eep in mind that pigment characteristics (opacity,
staining, etc.) come into play when using acrylics mixed with paste and water in this technique. Apply
the colors with sponge/roller and play: layering, abrading, stenciling, etc. To dry, move the sheet to
corrugated cardboard and airdry until just cool to the touch (still lightly damp). Transfer sheets to
new (dry) corrugated board, and make a 'Dagwood' stack of board and papers, until sheets are
thoroughly dry. Pressing should be avoided while papers are still wet. The best advice I can offer is to
experiment and use this versatile technique to produce effect unavailable to you with traditional
printmaking and painting. Use references of surfaces you wish to recreate (stone, textiles, plantforms,
or metal and plastic surfaces). The possibilities are unlimited, and I've found the technique to bring
out individual aesthetic and color usage as no other process I've experienced.

Paper Selection

5uiface Characteristics
Choose a wove, laid, smooth, or textured surface according to the effects you are aiming for, keeping
in mind the final application of the sheet by making a sample page or cover.
Fiber Strength
Some of the thinnest sheets are very resistant to abrasive techniques, and some of the papers which
appear tough almost fall apart immediately on getting dipped in water. Choose papers with the
greatest integrity and match your papers to the requirements of painting, printing, restring and
binding by making a good test before starting the book.
Some Suggestions
Arches Text Wove (and laid) is the most versatile sheet I know and gives me the matte surface I like for
pages. It works well for the most abrasive techniques and provides a great surface on which to do
progression of techniques.
Charcoal Papers (Canson Mi-Tientes, Fabriano Tinziano, German Bugra, etc.)
These sheets are not intended for wet media, but provide the best color possibilities and come in a
variety of weights and surfaces.
Watercolour Papers are not intended to be folded and should only be used for flat work.
Mohawk SurpetjineJ Zerkel, and other bookmakers'favorites are desirable for a variety of uses because
of their weight, size, and surface.
Handmade Papers of all thicknesses and surfaces should be tested to determine their suitability for your'
design.

Suzanne Moore
Book Design

Paste Papers / Materials and Bibliography
Materials
Acrylic Paint: Golden Artist Colors
New Berlin, NY 13411
1.607.847.6154
www.goldenpaints.com
Great product; widely available; note the variety of paint: high load, matte, etc. The Golden
website will provide you with great information, store lists and an opportunity to order s~atches.
Papers: In addition to your favorite local and mail order suppliers, you might try :
Stephen Kinsella Inc.
PO Box32420
St. Louis MO 63132
1.800.445.8865
Kinsella has good prices on Arches Text Wove

Bibliography
Design Language ISBN 0-9615984-6-8
Tim McCreight, 1996
Brynmorgen Press
33 Woodland Road
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
This powerful "little" book is a great reference and resource for anyone interested in design. It
has an interesting layout, great cross-referencing, an element of humor. It is available through
large bookstores, and you may also order quantities at considerable savings if you order directly
from the press.
The Shape of Content ISBN (paper) 0-674-80570-4
Ben Shahn, 1957-present
Harvard University Press
Cambridge, MA
Shahn's classic work addresses some of the questions around the education of an artist and the
role of the artist in society.
Free PIC!YJ The Power of Improvisation in Life and Work ISBN 0-87477-578-7
Stephen Nachmanovitch, 1990
Jeremy Tarcher
5858 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90036
This book suggests the possibilities of tapping into creativity and applying it to all endeavors and
professions: from accounting to playing the violin.
An Outline of Book Design ISBN 0-948905-40-9
Douglas Martin
Blueprint Publishing Company
40 Bowling Green Lane
London EC1R ONE

Paste Recipes
Sift 1 part cake flour into 2 parts water; whisk together and let stand for 15 - 20 minutes.
In a heavy stainless pan, boil 5 or 6 parts water (depending on the thickness of paste desired)
Pour the flour/water slurry through a sieve into the boiling water, and adjust the heat to
bring the mixture to a "burble." Cook for 10 minutes, stirring constantly. Pour through a
sieve into a stainless or glass bowl. Spritz with water, and cover with plastic wrap, pushing
the plastic down onto the surface of the warm paste (this prevents a skin from forming).
Cool thoroughly in the refrigerator (overnight or until the paste sets to a gelatin consistency.) A thicker paste will allow you to get many of the color-saturated effects and
to maintain more intense patterns, especially "combed" ! ridge patterns. You may thin
the finished paste, if necessary, by whisking additional water into it. SM
Over the years I have experimented with a many pastes applied to a variety of papers, and
the above recipe produces both beautiful color-saturated and very subtle effects using a
variety of techniques. For book pages, my papier of choice is Arches Text Wove, because
it is tough enough to withstand the most abrasive techniques, and because (using wheat
paste) its wove surface is a great lettering and painting surface, especially for large format
books. ATW is easily dried flat on corrugated cardboard or a drying rack. Smaller books
require a paper with more flexibility, and I usually select a thin handmade or one of the
Mohawks for books under 7" wide (spine to fore-edge, depending on the binding style.)
Various handmade papers each produce a distinct effect, according to their surface
characteristics and sizing. Experiment, play, and experiment some more to find the
combinations which meet your requirements.
I recommend matching the type of paste and the paper to the particular use you have for
the papers. Rice starch, laundry starch and methyl cellulose generally produce more fluid
designs. When starch pastes are applied to smooth papers (Mohawk Superfine, "smooth")
paste applied to the finished sheet has a sheen that is impossible to achieve using the flour
paste and Arches Text Wove. (See the Techniques and Materials sheet for more info.)
The following recipes were offered to me years ago by Daniel Kelm, Carol Blinn and Sarah
Creighton. It seems that most binders use the same paste for paste paper production
that they use in their binding work, and they periodically change to a new product! recipe.
DK: 1 part cornstarch to 1 part water (to make a slurry), added to 6 parts boiling water.
Cook on a low flame, stirring constantly, until translucent (may take a very short time).
CB: Argo Laundry Starch. She doesn't measure, you're on your own. (Like cornstarch.)
SC: Whisk together one part Zinshofu Wheat Paste and one part cold water. Add 3 or
4 pans water. Stir and cook on a low flame until translucent.
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, S~zarme'Moor~ lives past the'iiryd of a
. ,dirtroadin Ashfield, Massachussets., , ,
, ,:' 'She I~CJm~d ab6ut inventioT}fromdol1~
, : house building; during soci~ lly turbuien,t ' "
13b~ks, are pla~e$. Intimate, subtle highschool yeqrs,she learned Shakespeare tive places, which ~ill invite n~ad-'
, and s~rene,or public, playful, bois- .. 'andmathematics politicsand patience;ers, to returnag~inand:again;
terous arid batidY>Words.arid ima~ ahdshegainedperspectivejrom,skydiving' These "places" differ greatly,from
,,' ges, desig#, textureari~ color are • , Thomaslngmire taught her about passion', 'exhibitions ,'apd 'building~;> of
:the pa·sspoftsand p~ipts of entry.
for life and work. Stella patn,f.G.M.E.*coi)rse, in that they may be held in, ' '
1
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The reader is the traveler/occupant:
, ,
'
,
:taught ~erhowtodream and inspires her to'
, , '
'"who, speIids:as, mUCh.of as'little
,tni:p.sported;The'viewer e'xperi-·'
, ': time-to breeze oi meander thi'ough, hqve:iuts.Artists ahd authors of all kinds '.' epces each b~kiri~hefirstperso1).: ,
th~ journey/plate, and €ach ex:peri-' . " provide rich and broad insjJiratiorl.,' you'mus(h,i"ndle a book to view it; ,
','ente will be u~lque.to that tnlyel-: : Nc1tUre teaches'her that there, are endless " Viewer ~involverhent ,with cihand- , ,
,,shades cifgreen. Don and pblio teqch her ,~, "made b~'6k determines lhe key c<?m"er's focus and'perspective.,'
Sinceyouth ihave lqved places;,
"" a1Jout humor"love and loyalty. ':
ponents ofrhythm and sequence,.,
, visiting,' exploring and', rila,king'Suza'n~e's bOoks.-interpret a.rangeeif', , 'while·providing opportunity for, or
them;, Long'after'my young 'peers.. , ' ,< subj~ctsfromgardeningto Sequoyah and :obligation ,to be, involyeq'inother,
had put away their dolls, I kept a his Cherokee alphabet. Her books have been "sensoryp'erceptions (sound, touch,
" ,carefully furnish-ed (mostly,hanc!- , ', .. acquiredfor:several.publicand private, 'evert arorrla/odor!)whith 'are,im- '"
made) con~emp()ril1-ydoWhouse in' '., collections fin'theU.S,andEuropeJ'
possibl~ with many other: art ..
'a quiet co~er of my p~tents' Hying .'induJ.i,ng the Pierpont Mo'rgan Library in " forms~ . · '
'
,.," '
room. I still have dearin~mories·
.
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,
"
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'
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furnisbings., Building"rntllti~Toom, ,catifomi.a~,Slfzanne'pl.ansto (earn more ' enlighteni.ng~ay, choosing and:, '
' about stone'moss and illumination:'
playing with the possibilities of
castles and tunnels in, the, snow
',was ,a winter:bccupatio~, ,an'd i.D'
, ,'Fairy God Mother Extra~rdinaire
, book materials: and format. How
the'summer 'the vegetabl~aDd
, .' ,
' ".,
,does a maker deal ~ith.theincal~
: flower gardens: :were hiding places ~swel1as reso"urces , ' , c'ulabl~ number: of decisions to make in cone;eiving
'for materials (eyehwe,eds) withw"hich tomake thirigs~,' wor~~f.arti¥y solut,ion is td havea v"erbal/.c<?nceptual
" Since those playfulbeginnings~adire~t involvement "~ote. .I wo.rk with the words ofauthq'rs whose vvork r"
,hi. th~ making ()fpla~es' has always been a part of lilY' ,.finally choose after longperiods Cus:uallyinterniittent '
'life. As., a'renovator ,of hi~toric buildings' in northern . over, one to' five,' y~atsl' reading, re~reading, ..iIly-esti,." : "
'gatiilgparalIels and exploring juxtapositions. Occa- " '
", Wisconsi~, Ldesigned and,worked out struct:uraiand
, d~cbiative transfo,rmationsfor hoJTIes, small publi~ , ' sionally I wQtk on non-verbal conce'ptupl pieces whkh
buildings', gaFderis'and ~i bam. 'I.:ater, while in the· San, ., have mor~ abstra,ct content} dealing with design, color"
Frahtisco.Bay area, 1 worked as' a': gardener's, helper;
. sequence, ana allusion,' c6mbi:p.ed with. illegibletalli~, ," ,
',restoririgorder arid· cicirity. to, garden rdoms, 'and ~t ' . gniphic' Il1<iiks/words/passages. ",
, ",."',, '
,St,anford University I designed' a,tidorganiz~d:exhibi,TheconteIltlconcept is at the core of each decision'
,, ,tions '6f rare. b6qks, an~ 'ma~uscripts. ,Myhus1?~nd .. "regarding stale: ,pag~ des'ign, ."1et!eilng design, •color"
, ,Donald G~als~er and i <;:tirrentlyoccup:/and 'corttinueto'·, techntqueand eYen lJinding'constnictlo,n,' a's the
'build and paint the'interibr of small pO,st' anq beam: '''mind ,maps", illustrate; The te~t ffillst i,nti~gue ~nd
'barn S~IToUri~edby woods, whkhwe convertedio liv~:',inspire me, a.nd hav~,a 10ngevity and message. whiCh ,
ing s p a c e . ' 'will, interest ' and' informothers.On'Ce, '1 have'
Books, I have-cliscDve-red ove{thB last ten year's of ' , :define,d/selectedthe cbritent, it becomes what, Ben'
: making"theIIi, are an opportunity to ,create complete,
, shahndescribes so well in THE SHAPE ~'F' CONTENT,
varied~ hop'e,fu.nY'evocative~ inter~stin'g a~d irifo.rma-·, ',"From them~meb.tat· ,which a paint~r begins to' ~trlke "
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... book withi~ abook symbolizes gathenng·. _
'. . . '. .' . ',-h' . "t' on and parallel stones
.jragmentfJry mJo~{:n .•. -.. ". . ' .

',Page,spreadfromsuz~nne Moore's TAaING' LEAVES,a bookwithin.a~ook, "

as.~iJac~h~'must

'To accom~odatetwo

te~ts asin~

, :figure's:of colorupon
becomeacutely ,
or more parallel
in
,
, seb.sitiv(t~ the feel,' the ,textpres,thelight, the relag1e volume,lused various ways to ,preserve thedefini-'
, , tionshipswhiCh arise befor,ehirtL.. ldea itself ~ ideas,
tion'anclc1arity ofe~ch text through the book. ,Each of '
m~my idea~~move, back and forth across hisII1iild'as a' ihe seven sectIons inTALKING,LEAVES'ha's three' folios.
,constant: traffic... 'It,is an ii1ti~ately.,COI!1Inunicative ':Theinn~rIllbst'folio ofeachsectfon (pictured above) is
affair between the painteratid his painting, acoriversa,p~inted,and, written on viritage ivory Saunde~s paper., '
" tiOll back and ,£?rth; the painting t~111ng the painter,' The othe,r pages in 'each folio are dyed deep, gold or: '
',' even as it receives':its shape and fprm.",; ',' "
"
,,' painted in iich shades of scaflet, blue 'and purple. The, '
Asan'e)):~,rnple of the-design imdde,dsion-making ,"goldpageseach have atexturalsqu~re of small dark
, 'process, I have chosen the manuscriptbook, '''TALKING "green RomansrelayingpersonalaccQunts ofSequoyah ' ,
LE~VES, A CELEBiATIQN OF SEQUOYAlfAND HIS INVENTION ,byindividuals who methlmduringhis life. The',classiOF THE CHtRO~El~ AIP.HABE~." It is 'the longest (122 ppJ"
canydesigned, ivory pages' ar~ bound i~t0 'th~' book.
, , and mqst complex book I have designedandcomph~t-" ,slightly off-square against the deep-colored pages; as if "
" .ed todate,and itwascomrnr'ssibned'by an Italiari bbOk
,twosepa.rate: books, had been mistakenly interleaved
:"" ,collector in 1990 and, completed in':r99I. Itwas the cul-' artd bound to.gether., ' , , ' , " " , ' , . " ,
, "~inatioil';of the e,xploration 'of Che~okee letterfortns
' , onebook6ften'leads' me"toano'ther: in .content,
and the research '1 had, done' on S~quoyah's a~phabet " de~igri" t~chnique' or structure. TheCheroke~letter'" '
over a seven~yearperiod. The tW9 "mind maps" on page
forms, which I have chosen rlO'fto learn to read ffof the,~
sixprovici.e an-idea ofthe decisiori-makiIlg process: '
present~ ha\:re,f~rce~ m~to exaJI.1i~e-1~tterformspurely , '
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from a design standpoint. The study:()fth,i~ intriguing
"and lettetiJ;lgtq producesurfac~s .which·aspire to look'
.' alphabet has encouraged .me.' to look at historic and"
and' feel like something other than pape.r:.oIleofthose
contemporary letters: from many ~01ir~es; ~xploring' 'passports to anotheIplace aii.dtimeand·~tateof mind.
: them as' vIsual rather than ~erbalihformatiO'n;Parallel". .The'physical c0!lstraints 6fbook design'- touchability
to my study 'ofthe Cherokee alphabet:has been an
. and:subtl~,abrasion6vertirrie,.and the necessity of .
· intet~sti~ .e~rth signs: pe'troglyphs;m'aies andpic~ , ,pages to remain flexible ~nough to tum gracefully, pre-. "
sent tecp.nlcal'pro,b~emsnot. encounterecl1;>y artists
tographs. Expansion of my repertoire aqd 'application
, ofnewtools is another effe'Ct of:Wbrkingona~ariety of.··.wh6sewor~,isihtended to be. glas~e.dand/or framed:' ..
·renderings' of the alphabet~The'r--"-----.,....~---.,....---.,....---.,....,.---.,....---.,....~---.,....~---:-'----.,....--.,......, Aspaste~xtends the working '.
exposure to avarietyofletterforms, , · : t i m e o f a c r y l i c paints while it .
which I do not read has given me a.' .
melds the' pigment with.the paper
. surface,. the p~inter~as a great .
s'enseof the tremendous ~arh~tyas .
.variety of techniques available to
·well as the interconnectedness of,
hlIman beings throtigho,uthistory
her/him.Oilpastel~~a.ri.be used on .
. dry paper, with paste and paint
· iri their efforts" to record arid com~'
: over it,. to proclucea ,resist effect. .
rnunicate infotmatio'n, concepts
Soft pastels can be used In a book
· ·arid. celebrations.' Work. on the
'and' the paste acts' a· binder' fro.in
, .cherokee books:also piqued .my
·interes't in Native American literabelowor layered over the top of th~ .
'otherwise dusty pigment: allowing'
'ture, and one of the results was,a
boo~(pict~,lfedonpage,9). which is:
"artists .to,considerpastels ,asa book
a combtnation of Native Am~I:ican,
'. medium. The layer-ability of th~'
writings about tllej~ relations'hips
.pa'ste' painting process nia1<es it, , .
to the earth, and petroglyphic,'
,ideal·to develop surfaces'ofinter' est and depth, as 'w¢ll as. easily
:symbolic ?nd'abstract'marks sug·gestirig the deep and complex hisworking on' both sides .of a' single
,'. she,et(which has~en.,allowed to
toty of man 011 earth and how h~. .
,dry' betwee~ paintings). The fhiidi- .
· leaves maiks'to denote events and.
' . ' . t yofthe ,medium allb~s sweeping' .
· sa~r~d·places..
pain~erly Illar'ks·and the:possibiii- .
·Once I have chos~n>'a text (or
.:
. " . '
."
ties of ~iting,dra~ng'and paint· t~xts, asI~ften incorporate two'or
more parallel texts), the questionis:Hbw d~es onecre- . iug in wet paint. With someexperimentatio'ri'surfaces
ate that place/space whiCh will ipvit~, th.e viewer to . .canbe painted which work beautifully for surfaces on
· .read ~ndYisually'explore the content of a book?'My· 'whichto v.vrhe or layer painting and drawing:
goal has bee!lto create pages' which appear more, '., The technique of combining paint wIth paste to
'. atmospheric, deep~r,. rnorerichlycolbred, mo!e 'deli- "coat,dec6rate~nd texturepapetisone which has end-·
'lesspossibi~ities to alter page surfaces. One' may create
·cate or. more'm~sterious than 'anything, commonly
'.' knownt<? the readeLAtthesame time it is importf;lnt' paper which looks ,like shadows OIstucCO; or. pages'
to malntainconnectionsand'~illusiQns tothe familiar;' which looklikethey are deep texture illsteadofrela· .An example of this -is the use of f~miliar.colors ~'nd . tivdythin paper. I have found this techniquEitd be p~r~
· color' c,ofi.lbinadons juxtapo$ed to unexpected, colors. . fect to solve, many. the design arid tec:hnicalchai· Using marks which are" n~cognisable calligraphiC " lenges pfes~ntedby bqoks.. Be.(:ause the'variety of
: strokes and 'the!€fore feel faniili.ar and approachable"
effectsposs~ble with paste'-paintiilgis so greatand cori.. but .having those marks 'be unreadable,' in a literal .. , tinues t(J expand'for m~: I find I ml'ist remain fo<::used .
. sense, i'sanother example;The ~lewerisbothattracted'. on' the con<;:ept'::"" the core of my text --as, I work.
and. surpiisedby the interweaving of the familiar and. .' Without such. afocus; one, might easily get lost in: the
"thellnexpected. ,. .
..
.
.
' painting .materials and techniques.. The. text,.~nd· my
The pastepapertechniquewas intro~ucedto'me as' 'interpretatiOll afit,; always providethe necessary direC'. 'a way to make decorative papers for bookbinding. and
'tiori as I qevelop each. book: There is nc:) do~bt. that I '
··box m?kingby' D~niel 'a"ndBabette.. Gehnrich about. ,also .meander 'as .1allow/encouHlge. th,atirresistaple,"
,Ig86.Sincethenl have combined those :basic tech"intimately communicative affair" which 'BenShahn
·nique~ with draw,irigalld paintingte~hniqties1 layering '"descrihes so well: .
'.
.
.
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PLAYING IDEA AND ESSENCE INTO REALITY
Suzanne Moore
"The metaphor of "flow" is one that
many people have used to describe the
sense of effortless action they feel in
moments that stand out as the best in
their lives. Athletes refer to it as '1Jeing in
the zone," religious mystics as being in
"ecstasy, " artists and musicians as
aesthetic rapture. Athletes, mystics, and
artists do very different things when they
reach flow, yet their descriptions of the
experience are remarkably similar. "
- Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
Flow

One perfect day
a perfect sand
castle appeared
on a perfect
beach.

2

Flow. Air flow. Blood flow. Traffic flow.
Ice flow. Energy flow. Ink flow. Crowd
flow. Cash flow. Flowing hair. Work flow.
Free flow. Each of these is a positive state
of thinking/doing/being. Each of these
terms exudes a desirable quality: clarity,
mobility, health, prosperity, efficacy.
Given the opportunity to choose between
these qualities and their opposites: jam,
dam, block, kink, tangle,
chaos - which appeals to
us?
What is flow? It might
be defined as energy, as
breath, as soul or as
essence. Once we have
defined it and recognize its
value, we must ask how we
can encourage and
preserve it, recapture it for
ourselves and nurture it in
collaborative settings. We
each have a memory of a
perfect fluid moment, hour,
event, day or even a year
when task, description,
logistical planning and
schedule were unnecessary.
Energy and idea became

reality
without effort.
Things simply flowed.
One perfect day a perfect sand castle
appeared on a perfect beach. It's moat
protected it from the incoming tide until
that sunset-appproaching moment when
you were ready to see it dissolve. No plan.
No boss. No schedule. The day, the task,
the company and the process flowed.

"Flow tends to occur when a person faces
a clear set of goals that require
appropriate responses. It is easy to enter
flow in games such as chess, tennis, or
poker, because they have goals and rules
for action that make it possible for the
player to act without questioning what
should be done, and how. For the
duration ofthe game the player lives in a
self-contained universe where everything
is black and white.
Flow tends to occur when a person's skills
are fully involved in overcoming a
challenge that is just about manageable.
Optimal experiences usually involve afine
balance between one's ability to act, and
the available opportunities for action. cc
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi,
Flow
As an artist and creator, I view the
experience of flow as that state of
synchronicity when mind, body, spirit,
tools, materials, subject and intention are
all participating easily in the unfolding
process. The right tool, sharp and
balanced is at hand, the ink/paint mixes to
the perfect shade and consistency as it
kisses, splatters, elbows or tangos its way
onto the page. The work before me
evolves dramatically as a leaping dancer
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or a lightning bolt, or quietly, seemingly
immobile, as a glacier or moss carpeting a
rock in the lush recesses of a forest. Time
is suspended, and place, weather, and
surroundings can be irrelevant. Idea
becomes tangible through my eyes, body,
and hands, guided by an indescribable
source of intuition and energy. I am the
instrument through which the muse, the
"force," the source plays thought and ideas
into reality. In a way, I must give in, give
way, give up rational thought and give
myself over to the possibilities. The very
process pulls me farther and farther into
dialogue, play and action. Ben Shahn
describes it beautifully in The Shape of
Content,

"From the moment at which a painter
begins to strike figures ofcolor upon a
surface....Idea itself-ideas, many ideas
move back andforth across his [her]
mind in a constant traffic, dominated by
larger currents and directions, by what he
[she] wants to think. Thus idea rises to
the surface, grows, changes as a painting·
grows and develops....It is an intimately
communicative affair between the painter
and the painting, ...a conversation back
and forth, ... "

Perhaps the goal in achieving flow is to
never have to try. Just do and be. Flow.
There has been considerable research
examining and defining flow. The
following chart is one I find useful, and I
apply its principles in my work as well as
presenting it to students for application in
classes. It is useful for students to get the
most out of class when skill levels and
individual working processes vary in a
group, but particularly when they go on to
work independently beyond classes.
The chart below was adapted from the
one in Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi's book
entitled FLO~ The Psychology ofOptimal
Experience.

"When goals are clear, ...and challenges
and skills are in balance, attention
becomes ordered and fully invested.
Because of the total demand on psychic
energy, a person in flow is completely
focused. There is no space in consciousness
for distracting thoughts, irrelevant
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How do we get into flow? How do we
stay in flow? Like yoga and other
individual challenges, there are
techniques/vehicles/inroads which can
demystify flow and teach us to live it. Be it.
When Yoda, the Jedi master (in the Star
Wars movie) heard the exasperated Luke
Skywalker claim, as he was attempting to
walk across the top of a quicksand pit,
"I'm TRYING!", Yoda calmly replied:
"Do, or don't do. There is no such thing as
try." Easy for you to say Yoda, but HOW?
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feelings. Self-consciousness disappears, yet
one feels stronger than usual. The sense of
time is distorted: hours seem to pass by in
minutes. When a person's entire being is
stretched in the full functioning of body
and mind, what ever one does becomes
worth doing for its own sake, living
becomes its own justification. In the
harmonious focusing ofphysical-psychic
energy life finally comes into its own. "
-Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi,
Finding Flow
When challenge and skill level are
loosely matched, we exist in flow (AI and
A2 as well as infinite intersections of

"When skill reaches a certain level, it
hides itself. Many an art work that looks
simple and effortless may have been a lifeand-death battlefield when the artist was
creating it.... Technique is the vehicle for
surfacing normally unconscious material
from the dream world and the myth
world to where they become visible,
nameable, singable. "
Working in flow. As we work hour to
hour, day to day, year to year, we each
develop a work flow- hopefully a unique
body of work which results from melding
spirit (being) with idea and action through
flow. Setting out on the path one morning

Vitali/yJ a /jfeftrc~ an enetglJ a quickenin~ thatis translatedthroughyou into
action) andbecause there is onlY one qfyou in all tim~ this expression is unique.
And!!you block i~ it willneverexistthrough any othermedium andwillbe lost.
-Martha Graham.

Lettering in this article by
Suzanne Moore
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"matched" skill and challenge levels.)
When the challenge noticeably exceeds
the skill level as B and surrounding shaded
area show, anxiety is the result.
Conversely, boredom results when the
skill level exceeds the challenge as C and
the surrounding shaded area exhibit.
When we perceive an unbalanced
relationship between challenge and skill,
we can alter the process, working closer to
or getting squarely back into flow by
heightening our challenge or improving
our skills to meet the challenge and regain
the balance of flow. In FREE PLA 1";
IMROVisATION in life and art, Stephen
Nachmanovitch says:

with the goal of making a great body of
work is an overwhelming task, as well as
an undefined one. Instead, if we remember
"The Work" is, indeed, what one produces
over a lifetime, we can avoid the pressure
of seeing the work before us as something
which must be and do and say all. Each
work deserves our ultimate attention,
intellect, vision, and craftsmanship as well
as the "unique expression" which comes
when we infuse a piece of work with spirit.
This perspective can liberate us to see each
effort as part of the ouevre. By defining
and limiting content, letter forms, palette
colors, techniques and the concept of a
work, I can move quickly to and through
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the process of making. Narrowing the
focus to a few manageable core
ideas/concepts unclutters the mind and
makes room for the elegance of flow.
In my own work, flow allows the
milliseconds of my life to connect and
make sense, propelling me through the
days, weeks and years of life and work.
As a lettering artist and painter, I most
often choose the book form as the format
to convey my message. A manuscript book
of more that a few pages is possible only
with an overall flow of concept and
process, and such a book demands:
~ uninterrupted working time
~ space (to work/play/experiment)
~ thinking/processing time (that is, time
away from the work)
A large bookwork has the same
requirements, expanded, and it is made up
of a series of overlapping processes, each
benefiting from its own flow, in which I
might:
~ define/clarify/expand the verbal
content
~ solve technical problems (materials
and book structure)
~ examine and develop letter forms
appropriate to the message
~ create, in paint, a new reality which
my reader can explore
It is at the various thresholds of anxiety
and boredom (which even a simple task
might include) that I consciously or
automatically apply the principles of flow.
A continuous and energetic dialogue
between me and the object I am making is
what keeps the work fresh, interesting and
compelling. I learn as I paint and write
and listen. I listen as I paint and fold and
draw and sew and gild. I keep listening. It
flows on. Applying flow to making art and
making life seems like it might be simple
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and straightforward,
since we have defined
and described it. The
really fluid part comes
when we don't even have to
think about whether we are in or out of
flow. The really fluid work/life is neither
when we are practicing flow nor when we
are in flow, but when we are flow. There's
a challenge for you. Don't even think of
missing it. ~

The gods were with me on this
~~
one. I am not a natural-born
'~-..
writer, and although I was
flattered by Hermineh's request to
write somethingfor this issue of
Scripsit I had no idea at the time
that I would be trying to describe
something as elusive as flow
during a period ofmy life which
seems strewn with roadblocks and
dams and distractions. Flowless,
indeed. The gods were certainly
with me, as during this descriptive
process I rediscovered some ofthe
magic ofmeeting a challenge and
the necessity ofthe kind ofwork
which flows through us when we
allow it. My friends: Bob Phillips
(a New Mexico play-spirit guru),
Ben Shahn and Stephen
Nachmanovitch (friends through
their perceptive and generous
writings) have provided so much
information and inspiration as I make my way.
Thank you, all. I see it.
Suzanne Moore thoughtfully weaves content and
imagery through her richly textured manuscrzpt books.
She teaches traditional and inventive book design and
lettering workshops in the US. and abroad.
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